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order, efficiency or discipline of the New York City Police department, in that PO
Marinacci searched Kemal Kajtezovic's vehicle without sufficient legal authority.
P.G. 203-10, Page I, Paragraph 5 - PUBLIC CONTACT - PROHIBITED
CONDUCT
2.

Said PO Louis Marinacci, on or about November 23, 2013, at approximately 1500
hours, while assigned to the 104"' Precinct and on duty, in the vicinity of 68"'
Place and Otto Road, Queens County, abused his authority as a member of the
New York City Police departmen� in that PO Marinacci threatened to arrest
Kenan Kajtezovic without sufficient legal authority.
P.G. 208-1, Page I, Paragraph 3 -LAW OF ARREST

3.

Said PO Louis Marinacci, on or about November 23, 2013, at approximately 1500
hours, while assigned to the I 04,. Precinct and on duty, in the vicinity of 68"
Place and Otto Road, Queens County, engaged in conduct prejudicial to the good
order, efficiency or discipline of the New York City Police department, in that PO
Marinacci searched Kenan Kajtezovic's cell phone without sufficient legal
authority.
P.G. 203-10, Page I, Paragraph 5 - PUBLIC CONTACT- PROHIBITED
CONDUCT
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FINDING AND ANALYSIS
Case No's 12036114 and 12037/14: Unlawful Vehicle Search, Threat of Arrest, Search of
the Cell Phone
At about 1500 hours on November 23, 2013, Respondents Wright and Marinacci
pulled over a 2006 Nissan Maxima for allegedly failing to obey a stop sign at the
intersection of 68th Place and Otto Road in Queens. The two occupants of the Maxima,
driver Kemal Kajtezovic (..Kemal") and passenger Kenan Kajtezovic ("Kenan"), who are
brothers, both denied they ran the stop sign. Respondent Wright approached Kemal,
asked for identification, and eventually removed the driver from the vehicle and placed
him under arrest for obstructing governmental administration, disorderly conduct, and
resisting arrest. Meanwhile, Respondent Marinacci removed Kenan from the passenger
side of the vehicle and spoke with him by the side of the car, though Kenan was not
placed under arrest. At some point, Respondent Marinacci took possession ofKenan's
cell phone, but returned it a few minutes later.
The first issue here is whether the evidence presented has proven that the
Respondents unlawfully searched the vehicle after removing the occupants; I find that it
has. The second issue is whether the evidence has proven that Respondent Marinacci
unlawfully searched Kenan's cell phone because he was videotaping the incident; I find
that it has not. The third issue is whether the evidence has proven that Respondent
Marinacci unlawfully threatened to arrest Kenan at the scene for being disorderly; I find
that it has not.
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Before discussing these three issues, there is a preliminary disagreement as to the
circumstances surrounding the initial car stop. Kem.al, age 28, and Kenan, 25, testified
consistently regarding their general description of what occurred that day, but were less
consistent when it came to providing specific details of how the incident began. They
each agreed that they were on their way to play soccer when they were pulled over for no
reason as they turned onto Otto Road. However, whereas Kemal testified that the

unmarked police car was initially parked to their left on Otto Road (Tr. 19-21, 39), Kenan
stated that the police car was halfway into the intersection blocking half of the street (Tr.
54, 69). Kemal claimed that as soon as he turned onto Otto Road, the officers
immediately exited the police car and while "on foot" flagged down the Maxima. One or

both of the officers later pulled the police car behind the Maxima. (Tr. 46-48). Kenan,
though, testified that the officers were both still inside their vehicle when the driver
"gestured" for the Maxima to pull over. The police car made a U-turn and pulled up
behind the Maxima. (Tr. 54, 72-73)
Respondents provided a different account ofbow the incident began. They
testified consistently and credibly that after they observed the Maxima drive through the
stop sign on 68th Place, Respondent Wright, the operator of the police car, swerved out of
the way to avoid a collision with the Maxima. The police car then turned around behind

the Maxima and pulled that car over with lights and sirens further up the block. (Tr. 9394, 108, 143-144) Photographs oftbe intersection (CCRB Exs. 1-2) were marked by
Kemal and Respondent Marinacci to reflect their conflicting testimony as to where the
Maxima was stopped; under the totality of the circumstances, the officers' version that
the car was stopped some distance up the block is more realistic and plausible.
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Kem.al suggested a possible motive for the police stop and subsequent conduct in
this case: he noted that he bad two prior dealings with Respondent Wright, one where the
officer arrested him for marijuana possessio� and another where Respondent Wright
pulled Kemal over in connection with an inspection sticker. (Tr. 30-31, 33-34) This
tribunal credits Kemal's testimony that he did have prior dealings with the officer, but is
not persuaded that these prior dealings influenced the police behavior in this matter;
indeed, Respondent Wright credibly testified that he did not even recognize Kemal at the
scene. (Tr. 96-97, 125). Rather, it is more likely that those prior experiences motivated
Kemal and his brother to exaggerate their accounts of the officers' alleged misconduct
here, and to minimize their own culpability for running the stop sign and being
uncooperative with the police when they approached the vehicle. It is within this
framework that this tribunal now addresses each of the three issues presented here.
The Search
Both brothers maintained that they observed the officers search the Maxima.
Kemal testified that from the back seat of the police car, he saw Respondent Wrigh4
alone. leaning his upper body into the rear driver's-side of the Maxima with his feet
sticking ou 4 presumably to search the car. (Tr. 25-26, 41) Kenan, though, claimed to see
both respondents leaning '"knee-deep" into the front area of the car, "searching through

the glove compartment, underneath the seats, around the seats." He also testified that
initially he saw one of the officers open up the center console. (Tr. 57-58, 79) Both
brothers stated that they gave no consent for such a search. (Tr. 32, 68)
Although he denied climbing into the Maxima in the manner described by Kemal,
Respondent Wright did acknowledge leaning his upper torso into the vehicle, while his
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feet remained on the groun� in order to look inside the car. Respondent Wright
explained that he was concerned for his safety because Kemal had been acting "so

unusual" and "so uncooperative" in response to a simple traffic stop. (Tr. 98-99)
According to Respondent Wright, he had approached the driver of the vehicle, explained
the reason for the stop, and asked for identification three or four times, but Kemal was
not cooperative. (Tr. 95) Kemal denied he was uncooperative, though he did confirm that
the officer had to ask him two or three times to step out of the vehicle. (Tr. 24, 34, 40)
The officer then opened the driver's door, removed Kemal from the vehicle, and arrested
him for '"obstruction, disorderly conduct, didn't want to give me his ID." He also
charged Kemal with resisting arrest after Kemal stiffened his anns as be was being
handcuffed, a charge Kemal denied. (Tr. 96-97, 123) Respondent Wright then made a
quick inspection of the car to check for possible weapons or narcotics. (Tr. 101) He
denied climbing in or touching anything inside the car, explaining that he merely leaned
in to get a better look at areas he could not see as well from outside the vehicle, including
the floorboard, the front seat and in between the seats. (Tr. 99-100, 113-116 )
Respondent Wright confinned that this inspection of the Maxima occurred after Kemal
already had been handcuffed, frisked, and placed in the police car. (Tr. I 05-107)
Like his partner, Respondent Marinacci admitted to leaning his head and
shoulders into the Maxima for "a couple seconds" to get a better look at "the seat by the
center console area, the floorboard, and the area where he was sitting;" he maintained that
his feet remained on the ground, and he was not "knee-deep" into the vehicle the way
Kenan described. (Tr. 153-154, 158). Marinacci stated he was looking for weapons or
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contraband, based on Kenan's nervous behavior, although he acknowledged that Kenan
already was outside the car at the time of the search. (Tr. 160-161)
Both Respondents are charged with unlawfully searching the Maxima. The act of
leaning into a vehicle in order to get a closer look at the interior amounts to a '"search" for
Fourth Amendment pwposes. See People v. Aquino, 119 A.D.2d 464 (I" Dept. 1986),
People v. Vidal, 71 A.D.2d 962 (2 "" Dept. 1979). Even though this tribunal credits the
testimony of both Respondents that their inspection of the car's interior was brief and
minimally intrusive, the act ofleaning into the vehicle to conduct a visual inspection of
areas which they otherwise could not see still constituted a search for which there needed
to be a legal justification. Since both occupants had safely been removed and frisked,
there was no immediate threat to the safety of the officers. See People v. Torres, 74
N.Y.2d 224 (1989), cited in NYPD Legal Bureau Bulletin, Vol. 22, No. 5, November
1992. Further, there was no reason to believe that the vehicle contained evidence of the
crime for which Kemal was arrested. See Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332 (2009). Even if
the occupants of the car were ..unusually uncooperative," that by itself was not indicative
of criminality, and did not provide a justification to search the car. As such, both officers
searched the vehicle without sufficient legal authority, and I find them Guilty.
Threat to Arrest
Respondent Marinacci faces an additional charge for threatening to arrest Kenan
without sufficient legal authority. Kenan testified that as the officers were searching the
Maxima, Kenan began to videotape them with his Android phone for several minutes.
Respondent Marinacci noticed him doing that, snatched the phone from Kenan's hand,
and threatened to arrest him. As other people began to gather, Kenan asked them to
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record what was happening; Respondent Marinacci threatened to arrest those other
people, and they moved away from the area. (Tr. 59-60, 82-83) When Kenan later told
the officers that they're not allowed to search the car without probable cause, Respondent
Marinacci again threatened to arrest him. (Tr. 62-63)
Respondent Marinacci testified credibly regarding bis interaction with Kenan.
The officer initially noticed that Kenan's body was shaking, and had him step out of the
car. Kenan then started acting "irate", complaining loudly how police were always
harassing them. This behavior caused several other people to come to the location,
prompting Respondent Marinacci to tell Kenan that he needed to calm down or he would
be arrested for being disorderly; Kenan did, in fact, calm down after the warning, and was
not arrested. (Tr. 148-150)
This tribunal credits Respondent Marinacci's description of the circumstances
surrounding the a1leged ''threat to arrest": when the officer observed people begin to
gather in response to Kenan's irate behavior, be warned Kenan to stop that behavior or
face arrest. This warning was a reasonable and appropriate measure in order to defuse a
potentially volatile situation, and I find Respondent Marinacci Not Guilty of this
specification.
The Cell Phone
Respondent Marinacci also faces an additional charge for unlawfully searching
Kenan's cell phone for the purpose of locating video footage of this incident. According
to Kenan. Respondent Marinacci snatched his phone away as Kenan was videotaping the
incident. The officer then sat in the police car and inspected the phone for several
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minutes; the phone was returned to Kenan as the officers were preparing to leave the
scene. (Tr. 60-63) Although counsel for CCRB suggested in his opening statement that
the video footage recorded by Kenan was erased by the time Respondent Marinacci
returned the phone to him, no such testimony or evidence was elicited at trial, and so this
tribunal is disregarding that suggestion.
Respondent Marinacci testified that Kenan was pointing the phone at the offcer
"in all these weird directions," in a manner that caused him to fear for his safety. The
officer explained that police had received intelligence that cell phones could be adapted
to fire rounds or be used as Tasers. (Tr. 150-151, 172-173) Respondent Marinacci
admitted to taking the phone from Kenan, but only to inspect it to make sure it was not a
weapon. Once he was satisfed that it was not. he put the phone aside, assisted his partner
with further police work. and then returned the phone to Kenan as the officers were
preparing to leave the scene. (Tr. 152-153, 177)
This tribunal is not persuaded that Respondent Marinacci seized the phone in
order to view the video footage. Any such suggestion was purely speculative, as no
specific evidence was presented that Respondent Marinacci was actually looking through
the phone for that purpose, and nothing convincing was offered to corroborate that
conclusion. Meanwhile, Respondent Marinacci testifed credibly that he took the phone
out of fear that Kenan might use it as a weapon. It is true that the officer did not make
reference in bis memo book to his concern that the phone might be a weapon; but since it
turned out not to be a weapon, that omission from the memo book is of minimal

significance. CCRB has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that

